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期中考_空院英文二_Units 1-7 (1-41 每題 2 分，42-50 每題 2 分) 
____1. It’s a common practice that the use of company phones is _______ to business calls only.  
      A. confined   B. galloped      C. edited      D. interviewed  
____2. In Julia Child’s Mastering the Art of French ________, ‘Boeuf Bourgogne’ stew is one of the dishes that is 

known by all Americans.  A. Fashion  B.  Cooking  C. Horsing  D. Kiss 
____3. The whole nation was force-fed government _____ about how well the  
      country was doing.  A. statement  B. placement C. propaganda  D. morgage   
____4. The video about the celebrity went __________ on the Internet.  A. viral B. evil   C. spinal  D.  ill  
___5. There is a risk that people tend to _______-pick the most desirable method for themselves. (an English idiom) 

A. berry          B. apple     C. peach       D. cherry     
____6. There was no________ proof of fraud in this case.  A. absolute     B. spotty  C. dotty  D. positive  
____7. Physical ageing may reveal a patient’s history of illness, ________ or poor personal hygiene.    

A. malnutrition     B. recreation       C. reaction    D. nation    
____8. While being accused of murder, the young offenders claimed that there has been a _____ against him.  

A.  light       B. credit        C. consideration     D. conspiracy 
____ 9. O.N. Tokarczuk is a Polish writer whose novel Flights won her the Nobel Prize ____ Literature in 2019.  

A. on    B. to     C. off    D. in  
____10. People can't function properly when they are _____ of sleep. (Odd one out) 

A. plenty    B. short   C. deprived    D. lack  
____11. According to the news reports, the victims had _______ in the fumes.  

A. stolen      B. carried      C. welled      D. suffocated   
____12. Jack's never picked up any _______ in the time he's been a truck driver.       

A.  factory    B. hitchhikers     C. drug   D. traffic    
____ 13. With the increase of disforestation, a lot of wildlife is deprived of its natural _______. 

A. volcano     B. mildew    C. habitat  D. earthquake 
____14. The Club membership is _______ to chief executive officers and their families only.  

A. restricted      B. hired     C. invited     D. blackmailed 
____ 15. Steve Jobs, the chairman, chief executive officer (CEO), and co-founder of Apple Inc., die of ______ cancer.       

A. breast   B. prostate  C. lung    D. skin 
____16. New ramps are designed to ______ the entry of wheelchairs.  

A. bind        B. facilitate      C. found      D. snapshot  
____ 17. The ______ of men to women at the press conference was ten to one/10:1.  

A. reason        B. ratio      C. token      D. relation   
____ 18.  The luxury hotel has a couple of Michelin star _______ restaurants.   
  A. booty   B. boogie   C. maggot   D. gourmet 
____ 19. People who are stressful need _______ and zinc in their diets.  
 A. blood  B. iron  C. magnesium  D. money  
____ 20. Mary was starving and she ______ her dinner up.  A. barged B. wobbled C. gobbled  D. galloped   
____ 21. As an advertisement company director, his job is to _____ young talent.  
 A. destroy   B. increase   C.  emerge  D. nurture  
_____ 22. It’s _______ knowledge that Mediterranean diets favor fish and poultry over red meat.   

A. common  B. joke  C. rotten  D. tiny  
_____23. If you want _____ meals, you might consider moving to big cities like New York.  

A. luckier  B. fancier  C. few  D.  closer 
_____24. Any diet lacking these necessary nutrients requires an additional _____ of supplements.   

A. log  B. intake  C. instance  D. lot 
_____ 25. The apple tree _______ numerous storms and the construction of railways and highways in its vicinity.  

A. lived  B. survived  C. gained    D. destroyed  
_____ 26. In Singapore, if you are a first-time ______ (i.e. drug consumption), you will be imprisoned for one year.  

A. consideration    B. combination     C. offender   D. opinion  
_____ 27. Local schools take trips to pay ______ because it was well-known amongst people.    

A. passage  B. sewage C. homage D. shortage    
_____28. John has to cut down on ＿＿＿products because he has symptoms of lactose intolerance.  

A. sugary  B. dairy  C. diary  D. milky 
_____ 29. Many people want to leave a ______ to the companies they have founded. 
  A. detachment  B. legacy  C. case   D. legend   
_____ 30. During World War II the Port of Belfast was used as a ______ port.  
  A. shipping  B. fortress  C. force   D. naval  
_____ 31. A foreign collector has ____ US$97,500,000 for Claude Monet's painting, Impression, Sunrise.   
 A. beg  B. bid  C. bit D. bet      
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_____ 32. Surveys indicate a ______ away from meat consumption and toward plant-based diets. 
      A. trend    B. sky     C. halt     D. rescue     
_____33. "Worst" is the superlative of "bad."  A. derivative   B. comparative  C.  superlative  D. relative    
_____34. The apple tree produced green apples that are bitter ______ the taste but great for baking.   

    A. of  B. to C. at   D. in 
_____ 35. He was rushed to the hospital because of eating the ______ seafood. 

A. guided    B. founded      C. tainted    D. treated 
_____36. Mexico was forced to ______ the peso due to her not-so-thriving economy.   

A. devalue      B. appreciate      C. offend    D. refuse  
_____ 37. Most languages make use of metaphor but the way individual words are used varies ______ language___  

language.  A. not only….but   B. from…to   C. between…and     D. more…than 
_____38. Molasses comes in about midway through the ______ process of turning raw sugar into refined sugar.  
   A. refinement  B. nostalgia   C. vicinity   D. neighborhood  
_____ 39. Denotation, __________ , does not include the feelings or ideas that people may associate with the word.   
   A. as soon as          B. on the other hand     C. on the basis of          D. in relation of   
_____40. Most languages _________ metaphor but the way individual words are used varies from language to 

language.   A. put up with   B. take care of  C. make use of   D. keep up with  
_____41. Imagine the workplace ______ to swarm with examples of misused words.  

A. to start      B. starting       C. has started     D. had started 

I: Rewrite the following sentences using V-ing clauses. 42-50 (每題 2 分) 
42. Nelson denied that she had ever done anything stupid.  

43. The CEO suggested that the company donate a million dollars for the charity.  

44. Peter remembered he had seen him on the corner of the street.  

45. I forgot I had spoken ill behind his back. 

46. Pardon me, but I can’t imagine I would ever disagree to this.  

II: Use V-ing instead of NOUN group.  
47. The Johnsons were contemplating a week’s visit to Tibet.  

48. Jane and David didn’t finish preparations for the wedding till last night. 

49. The new line of business might involve an increase in staff.  

50. They delayed the start of the tournament because of the COVID-19.  

 

 

英文二(正式題)期中考試題解答 

1-41 

1. A B C A D A A D D A 

11. D B C A B B B D C C 

21. D A B C B C C C B D 

31. B A C B C A B A B C 

41. B          

 

 

42-50 

I: Answers  

42. Nelson denied having done anything stupid.  

43. The CEO suggested donating a million dollars for the charity.  

44. Peter remembered having seen him on the corner of the street. 

45. I couldn’t remember (I forgot) having spoken ill behind his back. 

46. Pardon me, but I can’t imagine ever disagreeing to this. 

 

II: Answers 

47. The Johnsons were contemplating visiting Tibet for a week. 

48. Jane and David didn’t finish preparing for the wedding till last night. 

49. The new line of business might involve increasing staff. 

50. They delayed starting the tournament because of the COVID-19. 
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